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Objective.
To validate the detection of fire pixels from different
satellites in the INPE operational monitoring system
using small format aerial photographs as field data.

Why ?
The INPE fire pixels are used by more than 3000
registered users for different purposes: fire fighting, fire
statistics, estimates of emissions, etc.
Firemen, scientists, decision makers and scientists use
the data regularly, and its reliability mut be estimated.

Background: dozens of products using fire pixels. Is the info real?

For instance, is it really true that in the Brazilian Amazonia,
“For the ~674 Protected Areas, 473 of them, or ~70%, were affected by
fire when using just the detections made with the more consistent
AVHRR/NOAA-12 series. Using data from all satellites, these values
rise to 617 areas with fires, or ~92% of them.”
as reported in this conference by Poster # 567 based on fire pixels?
Example of an application using INPE’s fire pixels with serious environmental consequences
The Brazilian Amazonia with ~5 million km2 and its Protected Areas:
137 Federal Conservation Units with 585.3 x 103 km2; 159 State Conservation
Units with 559.8 x 103 km2, and; 378 Indian Territories with 1,077.9 x 103 km2.
(Source: ISA, July/2007)

Conclusions (From Poster # 567, this Conference)
- Occurrences of man-caused vegetation fires inside the Protected
Areas of the Brazilian Amazonia were analyzed for the first time.
The period of interest was 2000-2007. The results show that all
types of Protected Areas, in all Amazon states, and in all main
vegetation ecosystems are affected by fire.
- For the 674 Protected Areas, 473 of them, or 70.2%, were
affected by fire when using just the detections made with the more
consistent AVHRR/NOAA-12 series. With data from all satellites,
these values rise to 617 areas with fires, or 91.5% of them.
-For the percentage of the areas with fire occurrences inside them,
the 137 Federal Conservation Units showed the highest value,
80%, followed by the 159 State Conservation Units with 77%, and
by the 378 Indian Territories with 64%.
- The extent of the fire effect in the Protected Areas affected varies
widely, from cases when over 70% of the area shows fires almost
every year, to those when only isolated fires are identified at the
boundary of the area.
- The Protected Areas of the Brazilian Amazonia comprise about
2.1 million km2, or ~42% of the region. In general, these Protected
Areas have no practical means to prevent or combat fires.
Occurrences of illegal man-caused fires in the Protected Areas of
Amazonia present a definite case for scientific, environmental,
ecological and administrative concern.

Location of the 3 flights made for validating INPE fire pixels
Aerophotographical Survey
Flights on October 18, 19 and 20, 2007
Base: Alta Floresta, MT
1. Indian Territory Parque do Xingu; 577
photos over 1250 km, Oct/18/2007.

2. Indian Territories Maraiwatsede and
Urubu Branco; 392 photos over 1350 km,
Oct/19/2007.

3. Indian Territories Kayabi, Arara do Rio
Branco and Juruena Nat. Park;
404 photos over 1.150 km, Oct/03/2007.

Main characteristics of the aerial photos
Digital camera: Nikon D1x.
 Imaging angle: 63º centered at the aircraft’s nadir.
 Flight level: 1200 to 1500 meters.
 Aircraft model: Embraer EMB110.
 Time interval: manual operation.
 Coordinates recorded by the camera log and flight tracking.


Main characteristics of the aerial photos


Digital photos: 3008 x 1960 pixels (5,6 megapixels).



Ground imaging dimensions: 900 x 1400 meters, average; transversal.



Number of photos: 1373, total.

~900 m

~1400 m

Catalog of the aerial photos
All photos were manually interpreted for different types of land cover
and individual spacial features.
Attributes of the aerial photos
PHOTO
LAT
LONG
LATITUDE
LONGITUDE
GPS
ALTITUDE
DATE
HOUR
EXPOSITION
FOREST_SCAR
DEFOREST_SCAR
ANTHR_FOREST_SCAR
ANTHR_DEFOREST_SCAR
FIRE
BUILDINGS
COAL-PIT

CLOUD
WATER
FOREST
ANTHROPICAL
BARESOIL
CHANGEDFOREST
OBS
RELIEF
FLIGHTHEIGHT
LENGHT
WIDTH
POLYGON
QUICKLOOK
LOCAL
QTPOINTBUFF
QTPOINT

TM / Landsat Images were used to
extend the analysis of fire pixels and
burned areas to the vicinity of the
areas covered by the aerial photos.

Patterns of linear burning are common
and easily noticed in TM images, as in
this scene of Oct/04/2007.

TM Scene of Oct/04/2007 and the sequence of aerial photos of a flight line on
Oct/18/2007, confirming the fires in linear patterns (“leiras”)

~1400m

GOES, AQUA and
TERRA fire pixels
detected by INPE from
Sep/23-28/2007

Analysis of the individual photos

The coordinates of the individual fire
pixels detected in the period of 15/Sept to
19/Oct/07 were used to define circular
buffers of potential fire occurrences,
depending on the spatial resolution of the
satellite sensors.
Buffer size for the fire coordinates:
 1.1 km for NOAA and MODIS.
 5 km for GOES
 6 km for METEOSAT
The aerial photos were classified
according to the attributes defined in the
catalog, in order to relate their spatial
analysis with the fire pixels.

Summary analysis of the individual photos, Flight 1
Results
Using only the aerial photos, the potencial Commission Cases amounted to
19% and the potencial Omission Cases, 13%.
These values were greatly reduced after examining the TM / Landsat images
for the region, where the spatial buffers were used to account for expected
navigation errors in the location of the fire pixels.

Sep 15 to Oct 19, 2007 fire pixels

Photos with scars and fire pixels in the surrounding
Photos with scars and no fire pixels in the surrounding
Photos with no scars or fire pixels in the surrounding
Photos with no scars and with fire pixels in the surrounding

Validation of fire pixels using the aerial photo mosaics
TM / Landsat scenes of different dates were used for the contextual analysis
Dates:
 18/Oct/07: Flight 1
 15/Sep/2007: fire pixels, start date
 19/Oct/2007: fire pixels, final date
Flight 1 covered an area of 5 TM / Landsat scenes.

Scenes for the start date

Landsat / TM scenes used for the
“start” and “end” dates in the
contextual analysis to validate the
fire pixels in the areas outside (but
near) the aerial photos.

Scenes for the end date

Validation of the fire pixels using the aerial photo mosaics
together with Landsat/TM scenes

5 km

Square buffers centered at the coordinates of the fire pixels along a flight line, :
 1 x 1 km for AQUA, Terra, MMODIS-01D, NOAAs-15A/15D/17D/18A/18D.
 5 x 5 Km for GOES
 6 x 6 km for METEOSAT

5 km

Validation of the fire pixels using the aerial photo mosaics
together with the Landsat/TM scenes



Number of photos: 336 aerial photos in 61 mosaics from Flight 1.
Area covered: 36.885 ha.

Amount of fire pixels, Sep/15 to Oct/19/2007: 485 (201 GOES; 24
METEOSAT; and 260 other satellites).
 Potential Commission cases: 1,23%, 6 fire pixels.
 Omission cases: 5%, totaling 1.855 há.


~1400 m

Mosaic of aerial photos, Oct/18/2007

Validation of the fire pixels using the aerial photo mosaics
together with the Landsat/TM scenes - Commission Errors
Classification of 6 fire pixels with
potential commission errors:
Unlikely:
Inconclusive:

4 fire pixels
2 fire pixels

It is difficult to corroborate Commission
Errors because of:
Existence of roads in the forested
region imaged in the aerial photo,
indicating human presence and intense
logging activities;


Possibility of ate least 1 pixel
displacement in the fire pixel data
(misregistration) and presence of other
fires in the surroundings;


0
40
~1
m

Strong anthropic evidence in the
region.


Mosaic of aerial photos, Oct/18/2007

Example of a potencial commission error for a GOES fire pixel.
No fire scars are visible in the 5km x 5km square centered on the GOES fire detecion,
but nearby burned areas exist to SW and NE, and the whole area is undergoing forest
conversion. Navigation erros of 01 km are expected in satellite images, and in this case
would explain the commission error.

Example of a potencial commission error for a MODIS fire pixel.
The MMODIS fire pixel (purple dot) at the center of the figure is ~2.5 km from the
burned areas mapped in the aerial photo mosaic. Considering only the mosaic it
seems a commision error, but examining the surroundings in the TM image, a fire
scar is noticed at the pixel location.

Conclusions (Flight 1)


~3% of Potential Commission Errors in the Fire Pixels



5% of the areas burned were not detected - Omission Errors

All photos and results of this validation work are available at

http://sigma.cptec.inpe.br/produto/queimadas/catalogo/catalogo.htm
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